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THE ISRAEl-JORDAN TENSION
ripHE Jewish State of Israel is pro
viding an object lesson for stu
dents of the State and of governmen
tal morality. The recent border in
cidents with Jordan are no worse
than those carried out by other
States, and if they are to be con
demned such condemnation must in
no way be considered to denounce
the Jews of Palestine but only the
State of Palestine. It is necessary
(to make this clear at the outset for
(criticism of Israel can very easily be
[regarded as arising from an antisemitic bias, or can form a nucleus
[for anti-semitic feelings later. Jews,
(moreover, and the many sympathi
sers with their sufferings in Ger[many during the Nazi period, are
very ready to attribute criticism to
an anti-Jewish bias and attempt to
irob it of its force by such an accusa
tion.
Anarchism has always defended
Rhe Jews as a suffering minority. It
'has not defended the extreme nation
alism of some Jewish people and
(movements, and the wrongs done to
the Jews in the past did not seem
to justify in anarchist eyes the set
ting up of a Jewish Stale. It is our
belief that the traditional anarchist
fb< stility to, and criticism of the State
las an institution are being daily
b o rn e out in the conduct of the
1Israeli government. It may be added
I that other new Slates (such as that
(o f India) provide similar demonstra
tions which point in exactly the same
■direction.
Israel-Jordan Tension
A state of tension has existed bet tween Israel and its neighbours
since the inception of the Jewish
State. The sudden imflux of a young
active westernized population into a
potentially rich but backward area
thinly populated by agricultural
peoples was bound to have that
effect, and the consequences must be
laid less at the Jews’ door than at
those of the Western powers who
created the new Slate and brought
it to birth. Nor, in this connection
should one forget those intellectuals
and near anarchists who were ready

ANGLO-U.S. STRUGGLE
FOR PERSIAN OIL

THEfollowing quotation

from Rawle
Knox, Observer correspondent in
Teheran (17/10/53) supports some opin
ions recently expressed in F reedom :
“Two backstage struggles are marring
the anticipated drama of Persian re
covery. One is between American and
British oil interests; the other between
the Shah and General Zahedi.
“The five oil experts appointed by the
Persian Premier to examine every aspect
of decaying Abadan have not been asked
te make any recommendations, All the
recommendations are being made in
Washington. The American Ambassa
dor in Teheran has easier access to
General Zahedi than any Persian official
or politician.
"Every'-'day the Persian Press it be
spattered with quotations from American
newspapers, issued from the American
Embassy, on the theme that the Per
sians will never allow British oilmen to
return. American diplomacy it working
overtime to establish a solid influence
with the new Persian Government be
fore Persia's resumption of diplomatic
relations with Britain."
The Observer goes on to say that the
Americans are in danger of antagoniz
ing the Persian middle clast despite the
dollar aid Persia is receiving. No doubt
the more experienced British diplomacy
operating with much greater finesse will
know how to utilize such antagonisms
Meanwhile, the plain fact emerges that
in the international sphere trade rivalries
still dominate the field even where allies
are concerned.

h im

to lay aside their fears and criticisms
of nationalism and the State simply
out of sympathy for the Jewish suf
ferings in the past. Their sentimen
tal acquiescence must take some re
sponsibility for the consequences.
In actual fact this border tension
has resulted in the deaths or wound
ing (according to official Iraeli fig
ures) of 700 Arabs and 300 Jews.
These figures themselves show that
the Jewish government is more con
cerned to prove that its force is more
effective than Arab force than that
one side has suffered more than the
other, and is a pointer to the State
attitude. According to the Observer s
Tel Aviv correspondent tension be
gan to rise on Sunday, October 11,
when an Israeli settler was killed in
his bed at Neveh Ilan in the Jeru
salem corridor, and the next night
when an immigrant mother and her
two children were killed at Kfar
Yahud. Two nights after this Jew
ish official forces launched an attack
on the Jordan village of Qibya.
Forty houses were destroyed and 42
men, women and children are said
to have been killed.

mander of the Arab Legion is
quoted as saying that no improve
ment could be expected “until the
Legion retaliates against recent Jew
ish forays and horrible massacres . . .
If the Legion is to operate on the
same basis as the Israeli Army, the
armistice will rapidly come to an
end and a state of war will ensue.”
Similarly the Western appeal to
the Security Council has been greatly
applauded in Cairo, and the whole
division of sympathies between
Arab and Jew is being deepened and
fed by all this public action by
governments. In such circumstances
tension continues and individual
Israeli and Arab men, women and
children are killed.
A gainst th e S tate
It will be seen that everything
that is happening follows the fami
liar pattern of actions by States.
Many simple people imagine that
because the Jews have suffered so
much they will act in their own
State differently from other people—
differently and better. But this does
not in fact happen (nor in India,
nor Eire, nor any other new State)
and it shows once more that the
State is an institution which is funda
mentally hostile to human solidarity,
which readily serves human emo
tions and reactions which in indivi
duals is unreservedly condemned.

T h re e p e n c e

5 0,0 00 MINERS DEMONSTRATE
12,000 ENGINEERS RALLY
A

PROTEST march against Govern
ment changes in unemployment
benefits was held by 50,000 miners in
Cardiff on Saturday.
The demonstration—one of the biggest
ever held there—was against the Gov
ernment’s decision to lapse Section 62 of
the National Insurance Act, under which
disabled, unemployed men received ex
tended benefits.
The new arrangement requires men to
prove to the National Assistance Board
a need for money over and above the
bare unemployment benefit. The miners
see this as a revival of the Means Test
and rallied to-day on behalf of their
3,000 disabled fellow-miners in Wales.
Speakers at the rally included James
Griffiths, M.P., and Arthur Horner, sec
retary of the National Union of Mineworkers.
Mr. Griffiths, before giving a detailed
history of Section 62 of the Act for
which he was responsible, said: “It is a
wonderful sight to see 50,000 demon
strate because 3,000 are effected.” He
congratulated the miners on the success
of the petition of protest which has
already been signed by 250,000 people in
Wales.
The section was costing the country “a

And it shows once again that the
M orality of R eprisals
State simply will not serve those
motives in human conduct—kind
The British, American and French
governments have raised this matter
ness, tolerance, forbearance, good
with the Security Council of the
judgment—which are universally
United Nations. The Israeli Foreign
respected and are necessary for
Ministry retorted by expressing the
tolerable human relations.
hope that the Big Three Foreign
Ministers would address their atten
tion to “the only cause of the intol
erable state of affairs along the
A m erican W itc h H u n t N ew s
Israeli-Jordan frontier: night incur
sions of armed bands, perpetrating
brutal murders, attacking traffic and
is reported from New York that The part of it which has been used by
completely undermining the security
the Federal Government is seek people appearing before the Investigating
of life and property in the area.”
Committee is that clause guaranteeing
Even if it be granted that all this ing legislation to modify the fifth that no one “shall be compelled in any
amendment
of
the
American
Consti
is true, what system of private moral
criminal case to be a witness against him
ity can justify, reprisals? The deaths tution in a way that will prevent self.” The courts have held that the
of Israeli citizens are in no way those who appear before Congress same immunity, which is automatically
“avenged” by the deaths of the same ional Committees investigating sub presumed in criminal cases, extends to
number or more Arabs not them versive activities from declining to Congressional committee hearings, so
selves the perpetrators of the origi answer questions on the grounds that witnesses may refuse to answer any
or all questions on the grounds that by
nal murders. And who, after years that under a clause in the Fifth so doing they might incriminate them
of tension, is to say what were the Amendment they are not compelled selves.
original wrongs which demand ven to be a witness against themselves.
According to Alistair Cooke
The Fifth Amendment provides that
geance?
(Manchester Guardian, 16/10/53):
no
person
shall
be
held
to
answer
for
a
But it is quite otherwise with Slate
There has been a lot of public dis
crime except on a presentment or indict
morality. It is plain that llie Israeli ment of a grand jury; nor run the risk cussion about how the Fifth Amendment
government ordered the Qibya raid of double jeopardy by being tried twice could be modified to catch a Communist
to satisfy popular indignation and so , for the same offence; nor have private and yet set free innocent persons. Yes
maintain its political position. It is property seized without just compensat- terday the Attorney-General, Mr. Brow
exactly the same for the Arab gov tion; nor “be deprived of life, liberty, or nell, thought he had a solution. He told
National Press Club that the Depart
ernments. Glubb Pasha, the com property without due process of law.” the
ment of Justice would seek legislation

AMENDING THE AMENDMENT

IT

THE LAW ’S SENSE OF VALUES
TT sometimes happens that the law
makes a judgment which makes one
feel that this monstrous institution has
a tier all a human side. Such a moment
came when Mr. Justice Hiibery dis
charged Mrs. Julia King after she had
pleaded guilty to attempting to suffocate
her husband while he lay dying in greul
pain in hospital. The judge referred to
her devotion to her husband and.to the
strain which watching him suffer had
imposed on her—aspects of criminal
cates which are often almost deliberately
ignored - and he expressed his judgment
in most moving terms. In this case the
law showed itself in its most understand
ing and merciful aspect.
Yet at the very same session, the very
same judge imposed a sentence of ten
years' imprisonment in a 58-year-old
vicar charged with homosexual offences
against boys. These extraordinarily
Draconic sentences for homosexual prac
tices continue to give amazement. It is
usually staled in justification for them
that the damage done to the children in
volved in incalculable. Yet for 50 years
and more some degree of homosexual
experience has been regarded as usual (if
not normal) in youth, and is not treated

as being very damaging. Nor do many
psychiatrists believe that boys become
homosexual from such experiences. At
most they may make manifest a latent
homosexuality, but this has its roots m
quite other psychological causes con
nected with infantile sexuality.
Furthermore if the law is so concerned
ubout the children why does it not seek
incusurcs to prevent the bringing of
these cures Intq the public courts from
udding to the damage? Again, many
psychiatrists, and even some magistrates
recognize that this procedure magnifies
the uffuir quite disproportionately be
yond its real importance, and that it is
much better dealt with by sensible hand
ling at u quite personal level.
In the present case the vicar was
described by Dr. Mathieson. the Brixton
Prison doctor as “not normal", and the
Judge asked “no mun addicted to this
perversion can be regarded as normal?”
to which the answer was “No".
The law therefore knows what the
problem is that It has to deal with, but
it is so bogged down in morality (hat it
cannot approach the matter sensibly
either from the point of view of the man
in the dock or of the children involved.

from Congress compelling witnesses be
fore its committee hearings to testify in
exchange for a grant of immunity from
criminal prosecution.
There are two bills up for debate in
the Senate and the House which would
leave the committee itself to grant such
immunity. But Mr. Brownell feels that
this proposal bristles with hazards. Con
gressmen could easily become subject to
political pressure to give immunity to one
man and not to another. On the other
hand, criminals, feeling the heat of
damaging evidence in the hands of his
Department of Justice, might be eager to
tell ull they knew to a Congressional
committee if they could snag an offer of
future immunity. In this way they
could trade the haven of the Fifth
Amendment for the refuge of immunity
from criminal prosecution.
Mr. Brownell feels that the proper
authority to grant immunity is the
Attorney-General himself, who would
know better than a Congressional com
mittee whether there was already enough
evidence against u witness to prosecute
him. If such a bill, in whatever form,
were passed by a two-thirds vole of both
Houses of Congress, it would then have
to be ratified by two-thirds of the 48
stutes, either by their legislatures or by
slate conventions, If this happens, the
Fifth Amendment will itself be amended.
[See Editorial p. 3],

paltry £2 million a year. By this stupid
act the Government have brought back
all the old memories of the 1930's again.”
Naturally, it being a Welsh gathering,
there was some singing and it was good
to see that the Red Flag was sung with
more gusto than the hymns.
The mean action of the Government
on this issue must be resisted. What are
other coalfields doing to follow the
Welsh example?
RALLY held by the Confederation
of Shipbuilding and Engineering
Unions brought 12,000 London workers
to Trafalgar Square last Sunday.
The Confederation's claim for a 15
per cent, wage increase has been turned
down by the employers, and in pressing
their claim the unions are turning to
public agitation.
Speakers at the Square included leaders
from the various unions in the Confed
eration—which contains 3 million work
ers—and Jack Tanner, A.E.U. president
and this year’s chairman of the T.U.C.
Tanner is an ex-anarchist and syndi
calist. How far will he go to-day in
support of industrial action at the point
of production to press for the wage claim
he supports on public platforms?

KILLING ORGY IN
KENYA
'T ’HOUGH we are being continu
ally assured that resistance in
Kenya is being broken down, the
number of “bandits” killed or cap
tured each week shows no signs of
abating.
Army headquarters in Nairobi re
ported that during the week ended
Oct. 10 “security forces had killed
100 Mau Mau terrorists and cap
tured a further 108 in one of their
most successful weeks since the
emergency began. One European
and ten African members of the
security forces were killed and one
African was wounded. Four terror
ists surrendered between October 4
and 10, making a total of 41 since
the “green branch” offer was made.
Meanwhile the Kenya legislature
was still debating a motion by a
member criticising the Government’s
handling of the Emergency. A ppar
ently that member complained
among other things that the govern
ment was not conducting operations
against “Mau Mau terrorists” with
the necessary vigour.
It is obviously a matter of opinion.
The hangman has certainly been
kept busy. Whilst the member was
talking twelve Kikuyu were hanged
for their part in the “Lari massacres
of March 26”. They were convicted
specifically of murdering the wife
of a headman.
'T ’HE A.P. reports from Washing
ton (Oct. 14): President Eisen
hower to-day made it a dismissal
offence for government employees to
refuse to testify before Congressional
committees on grounds of possible
self-incrimination.
The President issued an Executive
order adding this to the existing
grounds for dismissal of a Federal
worker for security reasons.
The order permits action against
an individual for “refusal by the in
dividual upon the ground of Consti
tutional privilege against self-incri
mination to testify before a Congres
sional committee regarding charges
of his alleged disloyalty or other
misconduct.”
White House secretary James C.
Hagerty said this was an effort “to
close up all possible loopholes” in
the government’s security machinery.

QUESTION that one usually asks
oneself, after having been asso
ciated with the anarchist movement for a
certain time, is “Why are there so few
anarchists?*1 We see around us great
and powerful political parties who count
their membership by millions, and it is
difficult sometimes not to be discouraged
by it. It is a pretty depressing thought
that the most rebellious thing that a per
son can do these days is to support a
reformist politician like Bevan, or join
the so-called Communist Party. The idea
of anarchy attracts very little support.
Anarchism is very different from other
political creeds. Instead it stands quite
by itself, and the usual division of poli
tical theories into Left and Right hardly
seems to take in anarchism at all. This
complete break with everything usual is
probably an im portant cause of the lack
of public enthusiasm for it. Most people
like best that which they are used to,
or at least that which is close to it.
“Do you dislike the State?” “Support
the Conservatives.” “Do you dislike the

The

WHY

SO

Capitalists?” “Very* well then, vote
Labour.” “Do you want a revolution?”
“Read the Daily Worker.” It is clear
that none of these solutions are going to
change society fundamentally. AH they
are going to do is to make alterations
in our social structure along the lines of
what already exists. Therefore the
majority of men and women are more
likely to turn to them, because they do
not want to launch out into the un
known.
A second reason for lack of general
support for our ideas flows naturally
from this. Our society is strongly auth
oritarian and has been so for a very long
time. Totalitarian states may come and
go, they have their rise and fall, but the
principle of authority remains, and as
humanity, civilised humanity at least, is
used to it, it will cling to it.
The principle of rule of man over
man runs through the entire organisation

A n ti-In d u stria l
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A N A R C H IST S !

of society from top to bottom. We come
up against it as soon as we leave the
womb, and it remains with us till we
die. Small wonder then that anarchism
seems impossible to many, even when
they understand it theoretically. Such a
break with the past is too great for them
to adjust themselves to. Even many
anarchists are partly authoritarian either
consciously or unconsciously. Even if
they are not inclined that way, there is
still the danger that the constant need to
compromise with present day society may
cause them in time to lose much of their
revolutionary fire, and make them in
clined to accept conventional standards.
AATOREOVER the majority of us are
full of doubts and fears due to
our upbringing, and have what has been
called “the fear of freedom”. It is all
very well to sound the call to battle in

R e v o lu tio n

^P E C U L A T IO N S about men resem fication of the thinker with the whole
shows that, especially at its beginning,
one task confronting its initiators is that
bling robots, beavers, ants, bees, and human species. It is one’s type of
of revealing to the oppressed the reality
termites are becoming increasingly fre humanity that one sees threatened, and
of their oppression, the same as the
quent, and so are misgivings, warnings, wishes to see survive. But types of
strongest argument and most deeply
and laments about the more and more humanity come and go, and there is no
rooted conviction of the exploiters is
machine-like structure of society, the common measure for their excellence or
that standards of living have been gener
automatism, the nudity, the efficiency and I happiness. As Leopardi remarked, our
ally raised through what is called their
ruthlessness that extends from machine troglodyte ancestors were probably as
exploitation. Oppression and unhappi
to mind, and the standardization of pro happy or unhappy as we are. As for
ness are relative, historical, and subjec
ducers and consumers following that of excellence, the humanist type is amply
industrial products. They certainly have justified in holding himself superior to
tive. Even Marx had to admit as much
the functionally differentiated robot-like
lost the im pact of novelty, and tend to
(Capital, 1,190) to prevent his theory of
acquire the lifelessness and anodinity of creatures that would thrive under a per
progressive immiserization from being
ideological cliches. The suspicion is also fect and unchallenged mechanist dispen
contradicted by facts. The decisive fac
probably w arranted that the offended sation, but, as it has been advanced, the
tor in creating an anti-industrial revolu
feelings and loyalties from which they pre-human beings from whom according
tion is not that the workers suffer from
first originated have considerably waned to evolutionary theories we spring must
mechanization, but that they should
or have disappeared altogether, their have felt the impending birth of human
clearly realize their suffering, locate its
presence being but that of an absence ity as a fall, and it is highly probable
causes, and will to change the environ
for which one suffers less and less. The that if the humanist type will be remem
ment from which they operate.
tone in which they are uttered, and the bered by his non-human descendants it
The present labour organizations pin
people who utter them, though perhaps will be unregretfully, and, if emotionally
the attention of workers mainly on the
not impugning their authenticity, cer at all, with a slight twinge of commis economic aspect of their condition, and
tainly raise doubts as to their possible eration.
the remedy they propose to any other
effectiveness. N ot those who are most
source of suffering is the development of
★
exposed to and most deeply affected by
social services which will correct but not
T M ENTION these suppositions as
the m echanization of m odem life but
revolutionize the present social structure.
those who are still comparatively shel
those that best dramatize the deep
Through the intervention of a welfare
tered from it most loudly cry danger or and undeniable changes our civilization
State rather than by measures taken by
expatiate m ost gloomily on impending
is undergoing—changes so rapid and
humane or intelligent exploiters, their
violent at times that most individuals
doom.
- If the conclusions o f some recent sur suffer from the strain, and some actually
succumb. Momentous as they may be
veys are to be believed, m onotonous and
semi-automatic work a t a machine is pre these changes are not likely to effect a
radical biological transformation, but
ferred to one m ore varied and requiring
■pEW words are so systematically abused
alert shifting of attention, especially by they do demand a continual effort of
adaptation that often oversteps the limits
girls, who find that while their eyes and
as “love”. A quick peek under this
of hum an resilience. The evolutionary
hands are busy their minds are free to
blanket-term will reveal some strange
day-dream. Even work such as driving, assumption that shapes so much of our
bed-fellows. Just for a bit of puckish
thinking urges us to this effort, and
in which the mind acts simply as a
sport let us tip the bed over and have a
makes us accept unsentimentally that
system of reflexes but is not free to
closer look at its occupants as they
those who fail to adapt themselves should
wander because ~the order and tem po of
tumble on the floor.
suffer and be eliminated. Prescinding
Among the lesser pretenders to the
stimuli are never the same, is not found
from the evolutionary assumption, how
throne are those who “love” ice-cream,
particularly repellent by those who earn
ever, or at least from some of its modali
meaning they like it very much; or “love”
their living by it as they do not seem
ties, there appears no reason why the
little Audrey stories, meaning they are
more unhappy than other workers nor
amused by th:m ; or “love” flying low
exceptionally eager to change their occu unadaptable should be sacrificed, espec
ially if, being probably a majority, they
over the hedgerows—that is, enjoy such
pation.
diversions:
Workers on the whole are not profes were to make a bid fo r reversing or
The first serious claimant to hit the
sedly against the machine, nor are they diverting change, and for adapting con
ditions
to
themselves
instead
of
them
deck is a beautiful sprite called “aesthe
conscious of some diminution in their
selves to conditions.
tic appreciation”—a long-winded title for
humanity which they would lay at the
There has been a powerful combina
door of mechanization. The protest
a sight that leaves us breathless with de
light. This hermaphrodite—for we shall
tion of people, some of whom wanted to
against it comes more from imagination
find that all the occupants are either
and projection than from direct exper enrich themselves, and others to m ulti,
ply the resources of m an’s fabrility,
sexless or of either sex—appears with
ience. It is concerned more with the
liquid eyes in such sentences as “How
which started the industrial revolution
future than with the present, and the
I love a flaming sunset”, .or “ I simply
picture it conjures up ignores many his with an impetus that in spite of a few
love to watch a fawn in its natural set
torical complexities. As with most checks has lost nothing of its momen
thoughts about mankind, and with those tum, and seems indeed unlikely to spend
ting”. Sometimes it is simply this sort
in particular that magically o r oracularly itself completely at any predictable date.
of love that is felt when we see a beauti
prefigure its future, the protest against
Another movement, however, is not alto
ful hum an face or figure, especially if it
mechanization springs from a self-identi- gether impossible, which concentrating
is a child’s; much as one m ay be moved
by the proportions of an abstract sculp
more on the preservation and fair distri
ture or the form or colours of a painting.
bution of wealth, by setting limits to the
M ore often though, such admiration
exploitation both of men and of natural
resources, and by insisting on other
of the hum an form has to share the
hum an potentialities, besides fabrility,
word “love” with a far lustier com pan
O P E N D A ILY
could well go down in history under the
ion. It is this second sort of love, which
OPEN 10 a.m. to 6.30; 5.0 SATURDAYS
name of the anti-industrial revolution.
we may call the “sexual drive”, that
N e w B ooks . . .
The diagnosticians of our time, pointing
dominates the modern scene, giving us
The Free Child
A. S. Neill 9/6
out the general unhappiness produced by
the inescapable bedroom setting.
The Hill of Devi
E. M. Forster 15/.
the supremacy of economics, by towns,
So
methodically
has
Hollywood
S eco n d -H a n d . . .
slate control, centralization, and all as
boosted, and commercial advertisers ex
Revolution
Raymond Postgate 12/6
pects of mechanization, show that the
ploited, this biological urge that it has
The Goslings
Upton Sinclair 6/time and conditions are ripe for such a
alm ost commandered the word “love”
Man's W orldly Goods
movement to start.
for its exclusive use. Shapely female legs
Loo Huberman 37Forward from Liberalism
sell everything from soap and cigarettes
Stephen Spender 2/6
★
to cars and caviare. On all sides we are
Love's Coming of Age
beseiged by this lovely limb. Its nylon
Edward Carpenter 37^ O N F I N E D at present to isolated
shimmer drags our weary optics to the
Essays in Freedom
utterances of psychologists and
hoardings where it towers above us ten
H . W . Nevinson 3/6
thinkers, it will not acquire any effective
times as large as life. It kicks at us out
The English— A re they Human?
ness while it relies on some illumined
lined in flickering neon tubes, or glows
G . J . Renier 37statesman to take the iniliative or on the
Conspiracy at Meerut
beside the darkened highway in phos
cultured members of society to create
Lester Hutchinson 4 /phorescent hues. Only time and the
Cectein Personal Matters
islands of resistance with no hopes of
shattering social effects of another world
H. G. Wells (listed 1901) 3/victory or power of offensive. An antiwar separate us from the delirious day
Autcbiography of a Germ an Rebel
industrial revolution can be carried out
when our local cinema will tem pt us to
Toni Sender 3 /to a successful conclusion only with the
spend our vacations on the moon by an
participation of salaried workers.
Obtainable from
animated presentation of sexual inter
I said above that the workers, gener
course in 3-D.
ally speaking; are not clearly aware of
A special relation exists between these
the evils of mechanization. But they
first two aspects of love th at helps to
suffer from them nonetheless. The his
explain why they are so readily confused.
tory of any revolutionary movement
The first, aesthetic appreciation, when
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tired one gets of this objection to anar
chism!
Fear of responsibility too plays a great
the fight for human liberty, but a great
part in turning people away from our
many will not pay any attention, and . ideas. One of the advantages of the
others will even shudder to hear it, be
authoritarian hierarchical society is that
cause they do not want freedom. They
it absolves everyone from the responsi
want to continue their safe daily round.
bility for his own actions, provided they
They do not want to "get wrong” with
are in line with social demands. For
the authorities and the moralists. But
example, the airman who dropped the
still more do they fear the policeman and
atomic bomb was not responsible for
thejnoralist inside themselves.
his act. He was carrying out orders.
These people, and most of us are to
The people* who gave the orders however
some extent of their number, fear life
did not have the feeling of having com
and themselves. They put their own
mitted a crime. They did not actually
agressive impulses into the minds of
pull the lever, so it was not their respon
others and then say, “But you must have
sibility either, and they can go merrily
a government.” Naturally. If all men
on ordering atrocities, till they find them
are ready to fly at each other’s throats
selves on trial as “war criminals", and
the need for a race of supermen, who
are surprised and hurt.
will .not do this, to act as a police force,
The beauty of a hierarchy is that one
is obvious. The anarchist puts forward
can always put the blame higher up.
the ideal of Mutual Aid, but he does
True, one can also be punished for the
not convince the majority, who do not
faults of one’s superiors, a scapegoat has
believe it. “You have a too-idealistic
always to be found when things go I
View of human nature”, they say. How
wrong, but even in this case one has I
the feeling of being an innocent victim, 3
Martyrdom has certain compensations, 1
policy remains fundamentally concerned
and once again one is not responsible. ,9
with the interests of production -and with
It is not one’s fault, but the fault of M
adapting the workers to the conditions
those higher up.
of an increasingly industrialised and
On the other hand the criminal, w h o a
mechanised society. W hat the workers
robs and murders for his own benefit. ■
must be shown is, instead, that there are
instead of waiting like a sensible fellow 1
evils which will not be ended by a taking
for a war, and then doing it with social I
over of production and distribution
approval, is made to feel completely ■
management from the capitalists by a
responsible for his acts. Magistrates and 1
welfare or a communist State. There is
judges thunder against the psychiatrists 3
evil for salaried of all kinds not only in
and sociologists, who seek to absolve the 1
unemployment and cutting of real wages,
criminal from the guilt of his actions,!
but in having to be told what to do with
by pointing out the pressures to which I
the best part of their energies and time,
he is exposed. Evidently the lawbreaker 1
in having their physical and psychologi
is the only person in our society who h a
cal rhythms constantly interfered with
supposed to be a responsible human I
or set from without, in regularly ceasing
being.
at appointed hours to be themselves in
Possibly I exaggerate this question o f ]
order to become part of an administra
responsibility, but how many times have]
tive or producing machine, in losing or
I not heard people blaming Parliament, I
never being given the chance to build
the Russians, the Government, the law ]
their personality, in feeling replaceable
of supply and demand, or some oth er]
and therefore unnecessary, anonymous,
bogey, and been maddened by itl
fragmentary and futile. Consciousness
of these evils is the pre-condition of an
“ But we can’t help conscription,” said I
anti-industrial revolution, which must be
an R.A.F. officer to me once, “P arliam en t
further accompanied by the conviction
has decided for it."
that the process of mechanization is not
“Yes, I know that war is wrong,*!
fatal, and that even if it is irreversible,
another person told me, “in fact I should]
the sum of evils resulting from it can be
think that everyone knows it by n o w ]
diminished or considerably lightened by
but we’ve got to do what we’re told, and!
being more equally shared.
carry on.”
G iovanni B aldelli.
9 9 " Continued on p. 4
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relative to the human form , often triggers
off the second, sexual desire. There is
nothing to deplore in this so long as we
bear in mind that there are other aspects
of love that may be equally or even
more important.
Next we come across the renegade in
this mixed bag. The ugly, misbegotten
child of our materialistic culture struts
under the banner emblazoned “pride of
ownership” on the front, and on the back,
in sm aller print, “jealousy”. T o some it
must seem a sad comm entary on hum an
nature to reflect that from time imme
m orial in nearly all societies, jealousy
has not only been regarded as compatible
with love, but often enough used as the
measuring rod of its intensity. Such a
base motive is not often blatantly ex
tolled in our own culture. Covertly,
however, it is encouraged and lauded by
playing an anthem to fidelity and slip
ping in the alien chord of exclusive pro
prietary rights while the audience is
deafened by the crescendos of righteous
indignation or lulled by the sweeter
phrases that justly praise the warm th
and intimacy of personal relationships.
As long as we allow this green-eyed
m onster to m asquerade as a touch-stone
of love we shall be plagued with confu
sion and misery in our attem pts to love
and be loved. F or, as an exam ination
of the last of the creatures we have
uncovered will show, jealousy is not a
proof of true love, but a flat denial of
it.

J N fact, our last candidate for the title
of “true love” is something of an
enigm a in itself. Delicate sensitivity
combines with a robust constitution th at
withstands the buffetings o f reality. A
serene exterior born of a sublime sense
of security shields a core o f passionate
conviction. Such love has no concern
with superficial distinction like the age,
sex or bodily beauty of the person
loved. These are incidentals, and love is
felt for the actual individual, not the ex
ternal appearance.
Love in this sense is the capacity to
identify oneself with another. T o accept
their needs and interests as one’s own.
It is a selfishness that has an enlarged
concept of the seif.
It is the desire to see the loved one
develop to the fullest capacity, which
m eans that it can place no restrictions
on this growth. N aturally, such growth

Love
demands the widest possible range of
experience and true love can know no 1
jealousy when other individuals enter the ]
scene 'to broaden experience and assist ■
in the process of development. On the I
contrary, newcomers are welcomed. They !
are not rivals, but comrades in a com- I
mon cause. (I nearly said “comrades in 3
arm s”). By enriching the life of the 1
loved partner -they do as much for the |
lover, who cannot be so blind as fa sup- I
pose that he is such a compendium of |
virtue, skill and knowledge that he alone I
can meet all the various needs of his love ]
object. Love in a social vacuum is 1
alm ost inevitably stunted, for there is a
limit to w hat each can bring to the relationship unless fresh experience is con- a
tinually imported from other sources. ,
As long as the object of our affection *
is a small child or some dear old granny
we do not as a rule feel the need to b e . |
possessive. Somehow, once the sexual
aspect is involved we do not find it quite
so easy to m aintain this disinterested,
altruistic attitude. Confuse true love
with sexual desire and we become like
the spoilt brat with a bag of chocolate
eclairs who has made the discovery that
to share m aterial things means to get
less of them fo r oneself. The idea of
non-m aterialistic pleasures has yet to
dawn. N or, incidentally, has the fact
penetrated ou r 'im m aturity that sexual
intercourse is not expendable in the same
way that a finite num ber of eclairs must
come to an end if eaten.
A few exceptional individuals, like the
mystics, have so enlarged their concept
of the self th at they can talk of a “universal love”, having lost their petty
selves in an ocean of compassion. Lesser
m ortals, like ourselves, have to be con
tent with less spectacular achievements.
O ur concept of the seif has to be en
larged gradually—step by step, person by
person. And, inevitably, we are brought
up short whenever we try to understand
and have sym pathy fo r someone who has
deliberately h u rt us. Such advanced
spiritual exercises are the prerogative of
the saint.
Still, it is clear th at true love cannot
be restrictive. E ssentially it is a desire
to liberate. I t is a curious fact that
people w ho readily p a y homage to love
and freedom when considered as separate
topics are horrified and disgusted at the
m ere thought o f com bining the ViflufS
o f such praisew orihy ideals.

J
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to be mended so that they may again
be dazzled by the fairy lights!
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DEMOCRATIC
ILLUSIONS
TN British Guiana the Constitution
n has been “suspended”, the elec
ted Government sacked and the
homes of its members raided by the
police. In South Africa the Consti
tution is being modified in those
points which have so far prevented
the government from pursuing its
racial policies. And now in the
United States of America the Federal
Government is seeking ways and
means—cloaked in legality, of course
—to amend the fifth amendment of
the Constitution which has so far
proved the only stumbling block to
the complete success of Senator Mc
Carthy’s sacred mission of “rooting
out America’s enemies”.

J

Such actions, and proposed act
ions, as we pointed out last week,
are causing alarm and despondency
among liberal-minded people who
cling to certain old-fashioned defini
tions of the meaning of political
democracy. We do not think that
anarchists can view these measures
in the same light, though we should
just the same be in the front rank
o f any agitation to defend and ex
tend those few liberties we still
possess; liberties, we might add,
which though ostensibly incorpora
ted in the laws of the land by the
legislators were in fact recognised as
a result of the agitation of the
people.*

COMMENT

jyjA LEN K O V , Eisenhower, Chur
chill and Franco hold many
beliefs in common. They all be
lieve in government and the main
tenance of the status quo. When
Mr. LytUeton, the Colonial Secre
tary, declared at the Conservative
Party Conference:
“Her Majesty’s Government are
not going to allow a Communist
State to be organised within the
British Commonwealth. Our friends
can take that as a definite statement,
and our enemies can attach to it all
the importance that I think they
should”
he was doing no more than echoing
the sentiments expressed by the
Kremlin, when they hold their spec
tacular trials, that the “workers
fatherland” will not tolerate the “in
trigues of those traitors who seek to
re-establish decadent Western capi
talism”.
It is true that superficially the
political climate is less oppressive in
Britain and America than it is in
Russia. Having said this we would
hasten to add that where fundamen
tals are concerned all governments
are the same. So long as the people
of this country direct their political
criticisms and agitation only against
political parties and individuals and
treat the whole economic and politi
cal structure of present society as
inviolate so long will our govern
ments be of the kind that tolerate
“free speech”, a “free press” and
such of the civil liberties which dis
tinguish the Eisenhower-Churchill
types of government from the Malenkov-Franco variety. If the Rus
sian and Spanish people become,
from the point of view of the defen
ders of the status quo, as supine and
manageable as their British and
American counterparts it is possible
that the free -elections -press -speech
will be granted in those countries
too, in time.

VINDICATING

THE

/" \N E John Desmond Hare, aged thirty
pleaded guilty at West Suffolk
Quarter Sessions to a charge of burglary
and asked for four other cases to be
taken into account—stealing property at
Norwich, taking away a car without the
owner’s consent at Reading, stealing a
car at Dorset and breaking into a riflerange in Hampshire and stealing property
worth £20.
It was stated in court that he had
served two terms of penal servitude, was
released in June and had committed all
the present offences in August.
Sentencing him to ten years’ preventive
detention the Chairman, M j, Gerald
Howard, Q.C. described Hare as “a per
sistent and potentially dangerous cri
minal".
At Liverpool Quarter Sessions, Joseph
Flood, aged 33, pleaded guilty to a charge
of burglary and to two charges of at
tempted housebreaking. For the prose
cution it was stated that, shortly after
trying to break into a house, Flood was
arrested and admitted the other offences.
Detective-Inspector J. W. Bonner said
that Flood had finished serving a fouryear sentence in prison only four months
before he committed the offences with
which he was charged.
The Recorder, Mr. H. I. Nelson, Q.C.,
told Flood that there was no chance of
reforming him and that he was a con
firmed criminal. He sentenced Flood to
preventive detention for nine years.

At Hertford Quarter Sessions, Alan
Leyland, aged 24, pleaded guilty to
charges of breaking into premises in
Hertfordshire, Gloucestershire and Buck
inghamshire, and asked that 26 other
offences should be considered. Det.Sergeant Hale said that Leyland had
committed another offence while on bail.
Leyland said in court that he had never
had a home to return to after his release
from prison and Borstal.
Sentencing him to seven years impri
sonment, the Chairman Sir Harry Vaisey,
described the prisoner as “a public
danger”.

He was sentenced to eighteen months*
imprisonment so that he could have a
year’s schooling in Oxford prison.
Mr. D. A. W. Sanderson, governor of
the prison, said that educational classes
were held twice a week at the prison for
those who could not read or write. New
classes would start on October 3, and
there were three terms in the year. Be
cause of the normal one-third remission
of a prison sentence, Timms would have
to receive eighteen months so as to be in
prison for a year.
Eighteen-year-old Philip William Lee
was found hanging by his belt from the
bars of his cell at Wormwood Scrubs
Prison.
Lee, of High Wycombe, Bucks, had
been found guilty at Feltham, Middlesex,
of stealing a bicycle, and was remanded
to appear for sentence on October 12.
TN the first two cases reported above the
Law has admitted its failure to “re
form”, and though in their early thirties
all that can be done is to “protect
Society” by putting these men away for
as long as possible as “dangerous”,
criminals. It is to be noted that these
two men were not charged with acts of
violence. All it seems they endangered
was private property,
The third case is of a young man of
24, whose past and present will un
doubtedly mould his future. That he
even committed an offence while on bail
is significant. Is there any doubt that
when he is released he will again offend,
and so qualify to join the first two in
“preventive detention”. Already at 24
he is described by the Law as “a public
danger”.
The remaining three cases are surely
examples of the vindictiveness, the stu
pidity and the tragedy, respectively, in
the application of the Law, and comment
seems superfluous.

*As an example we could m ention this
clause o f the Fifth am endm ent to the
American Constitution which guaran
tees that no one "shall be compelled in
any criminal case to be a witness
against him self”, the original intention
of which was to prevent confession by
torture. It is fairly obvious that it was
not the torturers—representatives of the
government— who proposed the clause
in the Constitution but those who were
horrified by its use and who led the
revolution against the governm ent of
G eorge the Third.

bers of the college staffs “and others” for
questioning, and threatened “disciplinary
action” against anyone failing to “co
operate fully”.
The resolution also empowered the
committee to require all witnesses to
produce “such relevant books, records
and papers as may be necessary.”
A statement issued at the board meet
ing made it clear that the action was
an outgrowth of the decision recently by
the State Board of Regents to list the
state and national Communist parties as
subversive. Under the Feinberg Law of
1949 this made membership in those
groups prima facie evidence of disqualifi
cation for employment in the New York
public schools.
The statement pledged that the board
would conduct the investigation “with
discretion and with scrupulous observ
ance of all the rights, privileges and re
sponsibilities involved."
Dr. Cavallaro, chairman of the board,
said three investigators already were at
work examining the proceedings of simi
lar investigations in Albany and Washi
ngton to ascertain what evidence existed
as to members of the staffs of the city’s
colleges who may be members of subversive organizations. The board has

u i» committed in tbc*»
All the "crimes
six cases were against the sacred , r ‘k
mertv. The Law—m
of private properly.
it—has dealt
name of Society be it noted.
with the problem in the only way
seems to know. In one case the thr
of its vindictiveness has driven a you
to hang himself. And the question that
must be asked is: What can Society offer
the first three named men when they
emerge from society's safe-keeping, if
not more crime and more preventive j
detention?
★

T>Y contrast we quote the case of Jack
Lionel Ruben, 24, of the Kenya
Regiment, and Richard Geoffrey Keates,
48. a Kenya Police Reserve officer, who
were found not guilty by a Nairobi
court of unlawfully killing an Embu
tribesman, Elijah Njeru, who died after
a flogging. Ruben was fined £50 and
Keates £100 for causing bodily harm.
Of course they had the Law on their
side. Indeed thdy were the official repre
sentatives of Law and Order, and in the
“Emergency” in Kenya it is no crime to
flog an African. They just flogged a
little too hard—but even so does it not
appear an understatement to describe the
treatment meted out to an African who
dies after a flogging that those respon
sible were guilty of “causing bodily
harm"? And it is to be noted that they
are not considered “dangerous criminals”
—as were the housebreakers who were
not even accused of using violence_for
flogging and killing a man with official
sanction, is, of course, quite in order__
or an offence which at the most deserves
a fine! Or is it, perhaps, in an uncon
scious way, an admission that the guilt
in this case is of governments which train
soldiers and police to disregard human
life, especially when the victim is a
“native” ?
But then, is not Society also responsi
ble for those anti-social members in its
midst? Yet we treat them not as victims
of Society but an enemies from whom we
need protection!
p

“ Cleaning Up” in British Guiana
A REUTER

report from Georgetown,
capital of British Guiana states that
last week Senior police officers raided the
homes of about forty leaders of the
People’s Progressive Party and the party
headquarters, carrying off documents,
while more than three hundred British
troops stood by. No arrests were made.
Furthermore, a party of troops under
an officer drove up in a lorry to the
home of Dr. Jagan, the ex-Premier. They
disembarked and, with bayonets fixed,
surrounded the modest two-storey house
while Superintendent Puttock and two
constables conducted a search. Dr.

Investigating” American Schools

dict the social system instead of
always laying the blame on ineffi
ciency in production and distribu
tion, or the soaring birth rate?
If to-morrow in the “democra
cies” a large body of opinion directs
its energies from the sterile pursuit
of reforming capitalism, to an open
attack on the concepts of govern
ment, State, capitalism (State or
private) then in direct relation to the
intelligence and conviction with
which that attack is conducted will
the “democratic” governments reply
with persecution and repression. And
do not suggest that our governments
are not capable of resorting to naked
violence and repression. Whatever
the merits of the situations concern
ed, British governments’ record in
India yesterday and in Malaya,
Kenya and British Guiana to-day,
shows they are not a bit Jess squeam
ish than the Francos and Stalins in
the methods they are prepared to
use when it is a question of defend
ing the existing order, which confers
privileges on the few at the expense
|
of the many.

I

B u t W h a t off Society’s Responsibilities t

But we are not shocked when a
member of Eisenhower’s administra
tion informs Mr. Norman Thomas,
the veteran Socialist leader, that he
would never knowingly employ a
socialist in a government office, or
when last week Mr. Eisenhower
made it a dismissal offence for gov
ernment employees to refuse to tes
tify before Congressional committees W U H the exception of the tiny
William Connor (32), a miner, of
anarchist and social-revoluti-i
on grounds of possible self-incrimi
County Durham, was sentenced to six
nation. The job of governments is H o n a ry minorities there is not to-day months’
imprisonment at Durham Quar
to govern. The ability of a govern| in the so-called democratic countries ter Sessions after pleading not guilty to
ment to implement its policies large any body of opinion which‘dares— stealing 6d. from the clothes of a col
ly depends on its ability to create even intellectually—to challenge the league, Mr. A. Carr, of South Shields.
around itself a State machine of men very concept of government, and of
and women who identify their inter the State, or the bases of capitalist
ests with those of the government economy—as being perhaps the root
Fielder Philip Timms (22), of Charlbut, perhaps what is more impor cause of world unrest and human bury, Oxfordshire, who was found guilty
at Oxfordshire Quarter Sessions of steal
tant, with the whole concept of gov misery.
When a. motorist discovers that ing clothing from his father and brothers,
ernment, and the maintenance of
the status quo. From the govern- his car will not start he can get out told the Court that he could not read.
mentalist point of view, and that of and examine the wheels, check his
maintaining the status quo, there is rear light and try the door handles,
every justification for ensuring that though it is unlikely that he would
ft
the machine of government shall be do this. W hat is more probable is
operated only by those men and that he will examine the engine!
I A T the end of last month the Board of
women whose loyalty is beyond
In the world to-day, everybody is
Higher Education set up machinery
doubt. For this reason too, there busily engaged in looking for the I t o begin a full-scale investigation of sub
is full justification for “rooting out source of trouble anywhere but in
versive activities in the city’s four
subversion” in the schools and Uni the foundations of our society
colleges.
versities and every institution where Social historians present the facts
At its regular monthly meeting at
the minds of the young are being admirably and without glossing over Hunter
College, it empowered a special
conditioned to an acceptance of the them. But which of them dares to committee headed by Gustave G. Rosen
existing social pattern.
draw conclusions in which they in berg, a trial lawyer, to call in all mem

When one understands that demo
cracy means the right of every adult
to cast his vote for one of a number
of political groups aspiring to con
trol the Machine, one is left with
few illusions, and the bright lights
with which the political pedlars of
the “democratic way of life”- seek
to illumine that moribund word
DEMOCRACY cannot deceive us
for long. Every so often the lights
fuse, and we see democracy as it
really is, with its British Guianas,
Kenyas and its Fifth Amendments.
But the foolish . . . democrats learn
nothing. They just wait for the fuse

LAW—

under its jurisdiction 1,900 staff members
of Hunter, Queens, Brooklyn and City
Colleges.
For the present. Dr. Cavallaro said, the
board is using its own funds to finance
the investigation. But he said he had
been assured by Mayor Impellitteri that
the city would grant $35,000 to the board
to reimburse it.
Earlier the same day, eleven members
of the city school system were ordered
to go on trial Oct. 26 on charges of
insubordination and unbecoming conduct
for refusal to answer questions about
Communist party membership.

U.S. “ PRESTIGE” IN
EUROPE
C hicago, O ctober 11.
Senator Herbert Lehman (DemocratLiberal, New York), who has just re
turned from a tour of Europe, said to
day that “never had the prestige of
America been so low among the people
of Europe.” He went o n :
“We are viewed by many people in
Europe as a nation already under the
shadow of an indigenous fascism. They
believe that the American people have
completely succumbed to fear, panic,
and hysteria. The clamour of the dema
gogues and headline-hunters is heard
overseas more clearly than any other
sound.”
Senator Lehman blamed most of this
on what he called “ McCarthyism”.
— Reuter.

Jagan, who had been up air night writing,
was in slippers and pyjamas when the
search began. Mrs. Janet Jagan left her
home briefly during the search.
Police raids were also carried out on
the houses of Mr. Rory Westmaas, the
party’s vice-president and organiser of its
Youth League; of Mr. Sidney King, the
former Minister of Works; and of Dr.
Lachman Singh, the former Health M in
ister. The houses of Mr. L. F. S. Burn
ham, the party chairman, and of Mr.
Ashton Chase, ex-Minister of Labour,
were left alone.

COMMUNIST NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT
EXPELLED
Mr. J. R. Campbell, editor of the '
Daily Worker, has sent a letter to Mr,
Oliver Lyttelton, the Colonial Secretary,
saying that on Friday, October 9, Mr.
Arthur Clegg, a Daily Worker corres
pondent, arrived at the airport of British
Guiana to report on the events in that
Colony. The immigration authorities at
the airport granted him a three months*
entry permit.
“However, on his journey to George
town his taxi-cab was stopped by police,
his passport was confiscated, and he was
taken back to the airport. A security
officer there ordered, in spite of his pro
tests, that his passport be made invalid
for British Guiana, and served on him
an order by the Governor denying him
entry into the colony. His request for
the right to appeal against the order m et
with the reply that there was no appeal
in British Guiana against the G overnor’s
order.
“ No reason was given for the order
and his request that he be allowed to
protest to the Governor in person was
refused.”

POWER POLITICS
HAVANA, Oct. 16—Dr. Fidel
Castro, young lawyer and student
leader of Havana University, was
sentenced to-day by the Urgency
Court of Santiago de Cuba to fifteen
years’ imprisonment as the chief of
the revolt of last July. Abelardo
Crespo Arias, one of Castro’s fol
lowers received a ten-year term. He
is still suffering from a bullet wound.

LETTERS
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via A n a rch ist C lu b !
* ,*
room adjoining pJl use as a spack bar.
* The larger room, when not used for
meetings, would be, equipped with tables
hnd chairs and would be open evey-y even
ing. and anybody would be free to come,
have a light meal, tea, coffee, sandwiches,
and be sure to find anarchists or ncarnnarchists there. Definite social evenings
could be arranged, our range of lectures
extended into gramophone recitals,
poetry^ or play-readings, our tong-dream«’ed-of drama group could be established
and all sorts of other activities could
, spring up.
/.•In this way our scattered body pf sup
porters in Lpndon would come together
for mutual benefit, and those who wanted
to create other forms of community'
would find others of. like, mind:
But this demands organisation and
funds. Finding suitably premises at a
reasonable rent-—-without a premium—is
the first task. Once found, we have
enough strength to decorate the premises
to our own taste, build a counter for the
sandwich bar, etc., put up shelves, fix
the lighting or whatever is necessary. To
put in tables and chairs, however, will

rA V I s*»y how nnuc^ I agree with Ihe
views on Urban Communities (and
cal ones) put forward last week by our
81 «0Ssendale comrade, W. Greenwood'?
His eminently sensible remarks outline
f i method of achieving an anarchist com
munity, and I hope he will forgive me it
I pjcJc upon one aspect of his suggested
plan and move it forward from the end
‘ to the beginning.
His ideas were aimed at achieving the
double purpose of raising the standard
of living of the members and of acting
as a means of propaganda for anarchism,
and near the end of his plan came the
suggestion of establishing a “community
centre . . . where anarchists and nonanarchists could meet together for social
and sporting activities and so inevitably
anarchist ideas would permeate to an
ever widening group of people.”
This idea is essentially one which I
have plugged here in London—the estab
lishment of an anarchist club. And I
would put it in the forefront Of a com
munity scheme for several reasons.
In the course of our propaganda work
it is continually being driven home to me
of the necessity of having premises where
strangers can come to meet and discuss
our ideas. Our indoor meetings, when
they are running, are not a sufficient
follow-up for our outdoor meetings, and
I personally am convinced that the time
is ripe for a definite step towards the pR O M his letter (F reedom 10/10/53) I
establishment of an anarchist club in A conclude that E.G. of Worksop is
London.
v
inclined to my own view that, the most
Various schemes, run through the club, suitable ground for sowing the seeds of
could raise funds for the eventual estab
anarchist propaganda lies where the dis
ushment—either through the purchase or satisfied and disillusioned leftists gather
renting of large premises—of a residential on the fringe of the Labour Party. Per
community, carrying the advantages out haps this is because 1 came to anarchism
lined by comrade Greenwood.
from this kind of socialism myself and
The sort of club I have in mind would feel that there are many left behind with
be a very simple one in the first place. out the psychological “scars” of a break
All we need is a room large enough for with Catholicism or marxism to impede
meetings, with, preferably, a smaller a smooth and painless transition from an

need some money and the rent m ay be
such that we couldn’t expect to cover it
from collections at meetings or sale of
snacks to begin with. We may need
guarantees.
I estimate that about.£100.initial capi
tal could fit out a place reasonably well.
May I therefore make a concrete sug
gestion to all Our readers in London .and
to (hose provincial comrades who would
like to have an anarchist centre to come
to when in London?
«
Will they please write to pie (at Free
dom Press) stating:.
^ (a) How much they could contribute
.to.an initial Club Fund?
(b) H'ow much they will guarantee to ,
a 'Weekly* fund to Cover expenses,
if. -the club is not self-supporting
right away?
Please DO NOT send any money now.
I want first to guage the measure of
support for the idea. If there is not
enough, the idea will be dropped.
London comrades could also help by
looking for likely premises—preferably
in a fairly central position.
London, 19*10.53.
P hilip S ansom.

The Ground for
Anarchist Propaganda

W h y So Few Anarchists ?
Continued from p. 2
I have even heard this, . “We don’t
understand all that’s going on, we’re
not told, so we had better leave it to
those who do understand, they know best
what to do.”
Yet these same people laugh at the
Romans and the Japanese for making
their rulers out to be gods. How much
superior are they ?
A NOTHER, and rather obvious reason
that causes many to shy away from
anarchism is the fear of getting mixed
up with an organisation that may come
into collision with the law.
The average Englishman has a mortal
dread of getting on the wrong side of
the authorities. This is not due entirely
to the fear that he has of them, but also
to the fact that in his heart he respects
them too. In-most countries the police,
the State, and the Government are at
tacked and vilified, and not only by
anarchists. In England they are treated
with awe and reverence.
But worse than the fear of the auth
orities is the fear of being unconven
tional. What could be more unconven
tional than to belong to the anarchist
movement? Why, the very name con
demns it. “Aren’t anarchists people who
throw bombs?”
Even those who have passed the stage
of imagining the anarchists as a sort of
Friends of Guy Fawkes League usually
regard us as a crowd of curious folk in
corduroys, sandals, an 1 long hair.
But it is not only a question of con
vention. One must realise that familiar
ity attracts more readily than strangeness
in most cases. Even a person who does
not have any great respect for the con
ventions or law and order, is likely to be
part put off by an organisation composed
of mystics, “intellectuals”, and queer
characters in strange attire. It is very
reassuring to such a person to find that
the anarchists are much the same as him
self. Fairly ordinary men and women
who are in rebellion against our rotten
society.
The worker who has revolutionary
leanings, who has seen through the
Communist racket, and is looking for
something better, is liable to be put off
by too much discussion on metaphysics.
The bourgeois rebel who has compre
hended the* true nature of the GodQueen-and-Country hooey is likely to be
thrown back to a disillusioned conser
vatism if he is given the impression that
the anarchists are a set of “impractical idealists”. Anarchism as a philosophy
of life, and a political and social creed,
is so much at variance with what every
one has been brought up to believe in
that it is nice to know that the anarchists
themselves are quite like everyone else.

/T*0 sum up therefore, anarchism attracts
few converts on account of its revo
lutionary nature, which is too unusual
for the majority to digest. It is too great
a break with the authoritarian traditions
of our world. Indeed what is remark
able is not the lack of anarchists but the
fact that such a movement exists at all.
The result of the authoritarian up
bringing on most of mankind has been
to develop a fear of being free. This
fear manifests itself particularly in rela
tion £o> personal responsibility, especially
in questions of war, government, the
State, etc. Man also has a great fear of
man, and although he does not really like
the policeman he regards him as a pro
tection against his fellowmen.
Finally there is the fear of being in
volved with a subversive and unconven
tional organisation, which even if it does
not get one into trouble with the police
nevertheless is outside the herd and
therefore suspect.
Men love their conventions even when
they are hurt by them, because they pro**
tect them from uncertainty and the
vague but none the less menacing dan
gers of the unknown. They cling to
them devotedly. I do not suggest that
anarchists should pander to this, and be
come conventional, but they should not
allow themselves to become a clique of
high-souied intellectual supermen, above
the interests o f common humanity.
As long as the anarchist is regarded as
a being apart, his theories 'will npt attract
a great number. But if it is obvious that
he is in fact just like any other man,
except for his revolutionary beliefs and
activities, then he will stand a better
chance of winning people over tp his
ideas.
That there are dangers in this point of
view no one will deny. But the possi
bility of the anarchist movement becom
ing commonplace and respectable is not
very great.
The reason for the slow progress of
our movement is due, in part at least,
to its separateness from ordinary life. In
the optimistic late nineteenth century,
when the world was humming with new
ideas, when everyone from the Primitive
Methodists to the Macedonian National
ists believed that the future was theirs,
anarchism fitted in well in the scheme
of things. But nowadays utopias are out
of fashion, and we see a world where
everyone has become “practical”. Anar
chists like everyone else are dependent to'
a considerable extent on forces outside
their control, and the times it seems are
not ripe for anarchist ideas. Eventually
however it is more than probable that
people will be forced to anarchy by the
course of events, which will leave no
other alternative open.
A r th u r W , I / lo th .

authoritarian to a libertarian viewpoint.
I think that E.G’s suggestion of an
advertisement should be acted upon.
I do not, however, share his optimism
concerning public libraries. Mine is a
“strong, industrial” area and an anarchist
paper in the local library reading room
was not possible even when there was
an anarchist librarian in the place! It
isn’t the librarians who choose the jour
nals to be shown but library committees,
i.e. local politicians, imitation Churchills
and Attlees. Curtains for anarchist papers
E.G.? Quite. But try if you like, other
places may be different. I couldn’t even
get them to buy Richards' Lessons of the
Spanish Revolution, the North Riding
Head Librarian offered me a pro-fascist
book instead and if it wasn’t for the fact
that he lives so far away, he'd have got
a brick through his front window.
Being a Yorkshireman, I am not so
keen on free copies. As long as you are
willing to give away, they won’t buy.
F reedom may not be perfect, (I’d like
to see more Peeke, and less Baldelli), but
it’s too good to give away.
Middlesbrough, Oct. 12.
D. Wilson.
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EDITORS

THE IDEAS OF KA RL JASPER
T MUST take exception to some of
Giovanni Baldelli's remarks in “The
Ideas of Karl Jaspers” (F reedom Oct 3
J053). f
Anarchism is the simple negative be
lief, Hia ( coercion of persons by other
pO*spK should not take .place. Anyone
wh^ ^completely believes this is a compl<jrtjpvanarchist; but there can be, and are,
enormous differences of opinion between ’
anarchists as to why coercion is objec
tionable, and how it could not exist.
Wbfin an anarchist comments on an event
oj* a book, certain of his conclusions
may be predicted from the simple anarbelief by rule of thumb, but other
pnclusions' justified, according to His,
onclu^ions justified, according to his
'particular .henefar^s toMhe how and why
of anaf'ehHirfc Xu appears from Com
rade Baldelli's frequent contributions to
F reedom that his anarchism is much in
fluenced by (and indeed almost dependent
on and secondary to) his metaphysical
beliefs; so when he reviews Tragedy is
not Enough, which seems to be a meta
physical work without direct relevance,
to the subject of coercion in society, it
is neither surprising nor objectionable
that he should judge it at the level at
which it was written, and criticize it from
a metaphysical viewpoint.
My objection is not, therefore, to the
review as a whole, but merely to the last
paragraph, wherein comrade Baldelli'
proposes three “answers the anarchists
may give” to Jaspjers’ point of view,
namely: “to vindicate joy as primary
and as real as death, and to cultivate
readiness for it, a receptivity to the mes
sage of joy which finite things can bring
through grace from the encompassing
reality which is fulness of "being as well
as nothingness”; “to writhe however
powerlessly in rebelling against reality,
condemning Being as evil”; and “to re
duce to a minimum all wilful and con
scious participation in evil so as to be
free from guilt, to love all the persons
one can and as deeply as one can be
cause of fellowship in mortality”.
No doubt these are three good, sound
answers to whatever Jaspers has to say;
I wouldn’t know. I comprehend their
meaning very dimly and probably in
correctly, as I find metaphysical language
so difficult that a dictionary only adds
to the confusion. But I do see that it
is metaphysical language; words like
“grace”, “evil”, “guilt”, “Being” with a
capital B, and phrases like “encompass
ing reality which is fulness of being as
well as nothingness”, I recognise as a
peculiar terminology, without meaning,
except in relation to each other and
whatever it is metaphysical studies are
concerned with.
The anarchists, as such, neither need,
nor in fact can, answer a book which
(like Jaspers’) is not at all concerned with
the phenomenon of coercion, because
anarchism itself is concerned only with
this phenomenon, and has no meaning
except in relation to it.
“The anarchists,” Baldelli says, can
give his three answers to Jaspers. If so,
I am not to be included among “the
anarchists”, nor are most of the anar
chists I know. For to me and to them,
the book (judging by the quotations and
close references in the review) is written
in a language which bears so close a
resemblance to meaningless nonsense,
that only our respect for comrade Baldelli’s integrity of thought prevents us
from condemning it as such. If com
rade Baldelli is capable of answering in
the same language, about the same far
fetched, undefinable ideas, I have no
objection. But “the anarchists”, if that
includes the anarchists I know, are as

J

a- whole incapable of answering, except
in words they themselves cannot under
stand.
I am conscious so far of having ob
jected on purely theoretical grounds. (It
might almost be said my objection
would bear no weight if the definite
article was omitted before “anarchists”)
I know how a meticulous theorist can
find intellectual grounds for criticising
almost anything, and if my only criticism
of the article had been intellectual l
would not. have bothered writing this.
But I have a more valid objection.
Supposing that article had been read
(as it probably was) by a person who
knew nothing of anarchism and was seek
ing information. Such a' person might
justifiably have decided “the anarchists”
were a theological study group, a branch
of the orthodox church, or an .outlandish
but harmless mystical cult. As an anar
chist I blush with embarrassment, andkas
a propagandist I shudder with alarm,
when I consider what anyone so mis
guided must think of, hearing the word
“anarchist”. And (unlike the “ bombthrower” school of thought) with evi
dence from a reputable anarchist journal!
I appeal to comrade Baldelli to admit
that his answers, valid though they pro
bably were, should not have been attri
buted to the anarchists; that they have
no more to do with anarchism than the
sincere and sensible remark of an archi
tect correspondent to F reedom , that “it
would be a pity to leave an unresolved
duo on the South Bank.”
If the architect comrade had said that
was an anarchist statement (which he
didn't) he would have been in error* in
confusing anarchism with his aesthetic
beliefs. Comrade Baldelli is in fact in
error, in confusing his anarchism with
his mysticism.
Bradford, Oct. 6.
D onald R ooum .
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L O N D O N A N A R C H IS T
GROUP
O P E N A IR M E E T IN G S
Weather Permitting
HYDE PARK
Sundays at 3.30 p.m.
TOW ER H ILL
Tuesdays at 12.30 p.m.

N O R T H -E A S T L O N D O N
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
IN EAST HAM
Alternate Wednesdays
at 7.30 p.m.
NOV. 4th—Arthur Uloth
POLITICAL TERRORISM
NOV. 18th—Philip Sansom
SEX, SYNDICALISM & THE EGO

T Y N E S ID E A N A R C H IS T
GROUP
A group has recently been formed in
this area and will hold meetings on
alternate Sundays at 7.30 p.m. at the
home of D. Boon, 53, Louvaine Place,
Newcastle-on-Tyne to whom enquiries
should be addressed.
The first meeting will take place on
October 10th at 7.30 p.m.
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SUBSCRIBERS
TN order to allow enough time for
our American subscribers who
were sent renewal notices marked
Final, to receive them and to reply,
we did not stop sending them copies
of F r eed o m . They have now had
more than seven weeks in which to
reply. We must now advise those
who have not yet dealt with their
subscription renewal that we will
not sending further copies until we
hear from them.

]y [O R E than a half of the readers |
who were sent renewal notices
have now replied. We shall be send
ing out further reminders next
month. Readers will be saving us
much office work and expense by
dealing with their subscription re
newals N O W !
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